STAR-STRUCK SANTA
LAWRY THORN
SUNDAY NOV 17, 2019
12:00-4:00PM
STITCHIN’ POST CLASSROOM
If you have questions or would like additional information, contact
EMAIL: lawry@stitchinpost.com

PHONE: 541-549-6061

CLASS LEVEL - ALL
WORKSHOP DESCRIPTION
In this class we will be making an approximately 12" tall Santa shaped like a star.
Directions will also be given for a smaller size -approximately 6" tall - and the
stuffed tree Santa is holding in the picture.
INSTRUCTIONS
Instructor will supply the pattern in class.
SUPPLY LIST
• Sewing machine and basic sewing supplies are required, including paper
scissors. A small cutting mat, rule1 and cutter would be helpful for the
beard.
• ½ yard fabric for the body. Use either regular cottons or wool fabric.
• Fiberfill (stuffing)
• 1/8 yard muslin for the beard and Santa face
• Small piece of green (12" x 12") for the tree
• Other useful supplies are a stuffing tool, a black sharpie -or if you would
like to paint the shoes and mittens, bring a little black fabric paint and a
brush.
• Matching thread that matches the Santa fabric for sewing your Santa
together. Also, natural thread for the muslin.
• Little buttons for embellishing and whatever else you might like your Santa
to hold.

CANCELLATIONS: Cancellation must be made 10 days prior to the first day of class for a refund. Cancellation less than 10 days
before the first day of class forfeits all registration monies paid. On occasion, the Stitchin' Post will cancel a class due to lack of registration. If the Stitchin’ Post
cancels this class, you may take a store credit or a refund. To minimize the chance that you will purchase your fabrics and supplies prior to a class that could
cancel, we recommend that you call to confirm that the class has met its minimum enrollment and will go on as scheduled. Our recommendation is that you make
class purchases within 10 days of the class start date.
311 W. Cascades St. /PO Box 280 /Sisters, OR 97759 / 541.549.6061 / www.stitchinpost.com
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